
J Foldable

J Made of sturdy material

J Bigger than normal headphones

J Expensive

HOT
J Movable cups adjust to fit your
ears

J Striking colours available

J Plastic mould feels too flexible

J White foam attracts dirt

HOTJ Eye-catching design

J Good sound

J Does not fold

J Plastic build feels flimsy
J Thin metal frames all around

J Exposed wiring

HOT
J Minimalist looks stand out from loud
crowd

J Light

NOT

A
fter years of using
earphones that came
free with the
cellphones and MP3
players she bought,

Miss Sarah Won decided it was
time for an upgrade.

Instead of choosing a
lightweight pair of in-ears or
earbuds like those she was used
to, she opted for a $99 pair of
headphones that she had to
strap on over her head.

“I find that in-ears are not as
comfortable and don’t provide
the best sound quality,” said the
21-year-old Nanyang
Technological University
student.

Rather than choosing a plain
black or silver set, hers are
flaming red Urbanears
headphones – a deliberate
fashion statement.

“Design is very important to
me and the wide range of
colours from the brand appealed
to me,” said Miss Won.

Even as manufacturers shrink
these devices, they continue to
pack them with features such as
noise cancellation and the
ability to take calls from
smartphones.

However, an increasing
number of users swear by the
large cans that fit over the head
and cover your ears. They
include teenagers who want
better audio quality from their
smartphones and it explains
why vendors now focus more on
design and colour to appeal to
younger folk.

“Headphones are not just
music-listening devices any
more. They are fashion
accessories,” said Mr Spencer
Neo, senior sales and marketing
manager at One Future World,

which distributes Skullcandy
headphones here.

Retailers such as Audio
House, which stocks brands
such as Monster and Beats, say
for young people, headphones
are now status symbols,
especially since some brands
have taken to using celebrities
to promote them.

Skullcandy enrolled pin-up
girl Kate Upton, while Monster
has Lady Gaga and Nick
Cannon. With hip-hop artist
Dr Dre and rapper Ludacris
behind the Beats and Soul brand
respectively, both collections
have been spotted on many
celebrities at red-carpet events.

“Though these headphones
can be pricey, teenagers see
them as part of their lifestyle,”
said Audio House’s marketing
consultant Joanne Ho.

But some consideration
should be given to the accoustic
properties of the headphones
when deciding upon a purchase,
noted Mr Tony Tan, who
handles marketing
communications at Stereo
Electronics.

The audio equipment retailer
says it has seen a 30-per-cent
increase in teenage customers
seeking headphones in its two
stores, compared with last year.

In choosing the 10 models for
this feature, we drew up certain
criteria. Price is not a
consideration but design was.
The units here are chosen as
much for their looks as for their
performance.

We chose units that are
meant for outdoor use and
tested these headphones with
the HTC One X.

Audio levels were set to
80 per cent and all effects and
audio enhancers were turned
off. All tracks were in MP3
format with a bit rate of 128
kbps.

Read on to find out DL’s
verdict.

sherwinl@sph.com.sg
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MONSTER N-TUNE
$249

Given the history between Monster and Beats by Dr Dre,
it’s no wonder the N-Tune looks and feels familiar.

The Beats brand was produced by Monster Inc, which
does the high-end Monster Cable, until these two parties
decided not to renew a five-year contract that ends later
this year.

The N-Tune’s cups look and feel like those on the Beats
Solo. Both feature medium-sized cups that don’t quite
cover your ears.

Designwise, the N-Tune, which is endorsed by Nick
Cannon (also known as Mr Mariah Carey), differs from the
Solo in that its ear cups look like stylish hubcaps with a
silver finish behind a clear plastic screen.

Red trims cover each cup, with a red lining covering the
speakers within. While not as prominent as the full red,
orange or blue of the Beats Solo, the cup design stands out

and, when mixed with the red, black and silver tones,
seem to draw inspiration from Star Wars.

Audio tends to be rather hollow though and tracks
lacked the punch evident in other headphones.

On instrumental tracks, the various pieces flowed well,
but each instrument lacked distinction, so instead of layers
upon layers of music coming together as one, you get one
stream of playback flowing through.

Put on some

Headphones are no longer just for serious
audiophiles, as more young people treat them as

trendy fashion accessories

SKULLCANDY AVIATOR
$247.90

The Aviator garnered the most comments in
the office. Some loved the retro look; others
questioned its attention-grabbing gold trim
on brown, and slightly oversized shape.

To me, the dark brown plastic over each
cup reminded me of a bug’s eye.

But looks aside, there’s no denying its
wonderful, warm tones, with a nice balance
in tone and bass.

In rock tracks where the acoustics can
drown out the vocals, both are delivered with
clarity and flavour.

There is also a control unit linked to the
cable for volume, as well as for taking phones
calls.

The soft leather-like material wrapping the
cushions of each cup also help make them
feel better on the ears, and this pair is the
most comfortable of the lot reviewed here.

But the thin metal frame of the
headphones, while sturdy, tends to get
entangled with other things in your bag
(when you don’t slip the device into the
supplied bag).

The wire connecting the unit to the phone
is instant-noodle thin, and I fear that an
accidental tug may be all it needs to break it.

The same goes for the cable that links
both cups. A small segment, about 3cms
long, is exposed on each side, so you get the
sense that a little more could have been done
in the design phase, to limit damage.

Even when folding the unit, I ran into an
issue of the metal frames scratching the
external covers of each cup.

PHILIPS CITISCAPE
SHIBUYA
Price unavailable

If what you desire are headphones in striking
colours, look no further. Available soon, this
series comes in bright colours such as aqua
blue, neon pink and light purple.

And it is not just parts of the device that
has colour. Everything, from the frame to the
cups, is bathed in the same bright shade.

The design is rather simple, with soft foam
cushions around the cups covering your ears.
The cables are flat, which makes storage
easier, and the soft cushiony headband
around the frame, sits easily on your head.

One problem is that the entire unit is
made out of plastic, which gives it a rather
cheap look. You can easily bend the plastic
headband frame. The blue unit I tested also
comes with a white foam piece that sits
under the headband. While it is meant for
cushioning and comfort, I see it more as a
magnet for dirt and grime.

Audio-wise, the set I tested was decent,
with a slight loss in clarity with the vocals
against the instruments playing, but the
delivery of the bass was tight. The soft
cushions made the set fit comfortably around
my ears.

A control box is attached so you can
receive incoming calls or simply pause the
music.

NOT

COVER STORY

Sherwin Loh

KLIPSCH MODE M40
$599

Of all the sets featured here, the M40 has the
best build, with sturdy locks that snap open
and shut, and cups that wrap around each
ear, rather than resting on the ear. While the
material bends, it is unlikely that you can
snap it in two, given the thickness of each
segment.

Despite their heft, the headphones sit
comfortably on your head and ears. Of
course, the perfect fit depends on the size of
your ear, since the M40 is designed to cover
the user’s ears. This means that the device
has a tighter spring on the headband portion,
pressing each cup harder against your head.

For those looking at a comfortable fit,
each cup sits on a ball joint, which allows for
more adjustment options.

The black design is rather plain, except for
the metallic bronze faceplates on each cap.
This, oddly, is enough to give it a distinct
look. One side covers the battery slot for a
single AAA battery; the other, the Power
switch for noise cancellation.

Unlike Beats Studio, which works only if
you turn on the noise-cancellation feature,
the M40 can operate in both modes.

When turned on, the M40 drowns out
ambient noise. But because the cups already
cover both my ears, the noise-isolation effect
is not noticeable in a place that is not noisy.

But if it’s turned on and the battery dies,
audio delivery is cut as well.

With the feature enabled, the audio
blasting through seems louder but I am not
sure if it’s because the audio is artificially
boosted, or because all I am hearing is the
music alone.

Quality wise, the M40 has great
performance on the medium and high
frequencies, and vocals are distinct.

fancy cans

ST PHOTOS: TREVOR TAN
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HOTHOT J Striking design

J Light

J Hollow sounding playback

J Weak bass

HOT
J Bulky

J Needs batteries

J Flexible cups to fit different
users

J Warm tones

J Irregular folding shape

J Too big for outdoor use

J Firm build, can be folded down

J Good audio

J Low audio levels

J Incompatible remote control
functions

HOTJ Flexible body

J For outdoor exercise use

J Lack of distinction in sound

J Expensive for a low-end model

HOT J Comfortable wear

J Folds neatly

J Absorbent velvety material

J Too many exposed wires

J Balanced audio quality

J Adjustable cup

NOT

HOT

NOT NOT NOT NOTNOT

COVER STORY

AUDIO TECHNICA
ATH-PRO700
$388

These headphones scream for attention as
they are big in every way, from size to colour.

The special edition ATH-PRO700 is
wrapped in bright gold. Only the headband is
black.

Each cup is about the size of a doughnut
and extremely thick. This includes the thick
cable that links to the music player, which
coils up like a telephone cord.

Even the clamps holding the cups to the
headband are huge, creating the impression
that you are wearing a gold rainbow on your
head.

Each cup rotates in different directions,
allowing it to fit a variety of head and ear
sizes. But while the rotation also means the
unit folds ever so neatly, the moving joints
mean the shape of the folded headphones is
never constant and can easily twist out of
shape.

Despite its obnoxious appearance, it is
comfortable, although you will notice the
pressure of each cup clamping down on your
head.

Audio-wise, the unit is a little light on the
bass. But overall, vocals are sharp and you
can hear each instrument in the background.

The volume settings need to be bumped
up a bit. I found the sound to be slightly
muted.

BEATS BY DR. DRE
STUDIO
$699

Known more as a celebrity endorsed brand
than for its sound quality, the Beats brand
has been dismissed as gimmicky.

But, personally, I have found that its
products offer decent sound quality, even if I
consider them rather overpriced.

The Studio is Beats’ flagship. It comes in
bright colours, ranging from red, blue to
bright pink. These huge speakers cover your
ears but do not wrap around like the M40, so
your ears tend to feel pressed upon by the
cups after a while.

Audio quality is very good, with a strong
emphasis on low frequencies, producing
rather warm tones all around. Levels are also
decent, giving you great acoustics outdoors.

One downside is the noise-cancellation
feature that requires the use of two AAA
batteries. The headphones need to be turned
on before they can be used, and you cannot
choose to listen to music without the noise
cancellation feature.

So unless you are prepared to always have
spare batteries around, or remember to
switch off the Studio after each use, this set
may not be for you.

SENNHEISER AMPERIOR
$499

For a balance of bass and vocals, the
Amperior is the best option. Even at the
pre-set volume, tones are sharp and you can
hear the instruments playing clearly in the
background against the singer.

But design-wise, this may not be the best
unit to wear outdoors. The frame is plastic,
with a soft cushion around the headband for
comfort. Each cup is linked via exposed wires
that connect to the headband.

Why, one wonders, didn’t the makers just
house everything inside?

One cup has an extra wire linked to a red
part, which one assumes to be for
volume-control peripheral.

Like a DJ’s headphones, one cup can be
rotated 90 degrees, so that you can enjoy the
music while listening to someone speak at
the same time.

One thing I like is the headband, which is
actually made up of two smaller headbands.
By splitting the two, one sits closer to the
front of your head while the other sits closer
to the back, providing a tighter fit.

Its biggest drawback is the velvet-like
microfibre material that wraps around each
cushioned lining and will soak up your sweat
like a towel making it linger like a bad
memory.

POLK AUDIO ULTRA
FIT 2000
$188

Technically, these headphones do not wrap
around the top of your head, but behind
them.

With a hook around the cups, these
headphones lock themselves in place around
your ears, providing stability when you
exercise, from jogging, cycling to following
the latest Zumba routine.

The cups are designed to be small and
each speaker covers your ears nicely. Each
pack comes with replaceable soft covers, for
those who want a tighter fit, as well as a pair
of silicone ones, for taking along on that
rigorous workout.

The cable is flat and can be rolled up or
bent without your worrying that they might
fray or snap.

Audio levels are rather low and I had to
raise them even for casual listening. If you
plan on taking them on the road, you may
need to have them at full blast. Otherwise,
you will not be able to hear your tracks.

Sound quality is not amazing but these
headphones do a decent job.

The right cup also comes with three
buttons that supposedly double as
remote-control settings. There is the volume
controls, as well as a Play/Pause button that
plays tunes when pressed once, skip to the
next track when pressed twice and skip back
to the last track when pressed three times.

But it did not work on the HTC One X.
The volume controls did nothing and while
my tracks did play and pause when I pressed
the play button down once, it dialled the last
number on my Recent Calls list when I
pressed it twice.

COVER STORY

SOUL BY LUDACRIS SL100
$349

Following the success of Dr Dre, rapper and
actor Ludacris entered the audio market with
his Soul range. The unique designs have
caught on.

The headphones come in black, white,
gold, red and blue, and in three sizes. The
SL100 stands out as the smallest of the three.

Not surprisingly, the SL100 is almost a
clone of the Beats Solo, with circular cups
that clamp down on the ears. Two joints
allow this unit to be folded into a more
compact shape. A cushioned headband
makes it more comfortable to wear.

This really helps because the SL100 fits
more tightly than the other headphones
featured here. The cups themselves are
flexible, as each can pivot for a more
comfortable fit.

It delivers decent bass but audio is rather
lacklustre. Vocals and music sound rather
hollow, as if they are both being piped
through the same speaker. Everything seems
to lack a certain kick and character.

COVER STORY

WESC ELEY KISHIMOTO
MARACA
$119

The black-and-white pattern on these
headphones is very striking, as the zigzag
shapes adorn the entire unit from headband
to cups.

If you look closely, they resemble black
lightning bolts striking a white surface.
Otherwise, it can also look like someone
went crazy trying to make it look like a zebra.

A soft cushion lines each of the
rectangular cups. A wire frame holds them to
the headband and a thin exposed cable
delivers the electronics.

My issue is not with the main cable that
links to the headphone but with the thinner
cable that connects each cup to the
headband. They look like the ones you will
find on a child’s toy.

Overall, the entire package feels rather
flimsy and the headphone design does little
to change the perception. The pressure from
the headphones clamp is rather light, so you
feel as if the cups are not as close to your ear
as they need to be.

This slight gap allows audio to bleed
through and affects music playback. From
the way the headphones look when they
clamp down on your face, it seems as if the
unit was designed for teenagers, as opposed
to adults with bigger faces.

The uneven positioning of each cup,
which can only be adjusted up or down, also
affects audio quality.

Tracks, including vocals and background
music, sound a lot more hollow than normal,
giving you the sense that the music is being
pumped though laptop speakers.
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